34 ways to marry in CHANEL

RECEPTION DETAILS YOU HAVEN’T GOOGLED

3 VIP weddings to inspire your day

THE BRIDE WHO...
Doesn’t like weddings
Got engaged on the first date
Vowed to marry without... oh!

WANT, THAT. PINK. GOWN.
Pretty ways to wear it in 2019

What a beauty!

274 fragrance, skincare, treatment & make-up hits
THE CARIBBEAN SPECIAL

JAMAICA

A-LIST ESCAPE

SANDALS ROYAL CARIBBEAN

Occupying the largest stretch of powdery sand in northern Jamaica, this Sandals resort is particularly special because it has a handful of thatched villas on stilts over the water, just like in the Maldives. Considering a barefoot wedding? There's an open-air wedding chapel at nearby Sandals South Coast.Discovery @sandals.co.uk

HALF MOON

Established in the 1950s, Half Moon remains charmingly old-school - rooms are grand and shiny with chequerboard floor tiles, flocked pillows and floral-scented paths leading to the ocean. With two miles of epic white sand, there's no shortage of space - you can even take a canoe on the beach during the sunlight hours or visit the hotel's own spa and fitness centre. Discover @halfmoon.com

SEE & DO

- Cliff-hopping in Negril
- Bike with a striptease at Rick's Cafe
- Sail down the stunning Martha Brae River on a bamboo raft
- Take a stroll around the Bob Marley museum
- Hiking in the Blue Mountains
- Stop by a roadside stall for the best jerk chicken in the world

GOLDEN EYE

With a dreamy landscape lagoon, sugar-soft beaches and a dozen colourful beach huts, GoldenEye (owned by music maestro Chris Blackwell) has the hideaway written all over it. Privacy is paramount - there isn't even a sign for it, but locate closely and you'll spot the names of celebs who have planted trees all over the grounds... Plus, it's where Ian Fleming created James Bond. Discover @goldeneye.com